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Intro./Disclaimers

 What’s happening…

 Everything you need to know about the Fate portion of the Type-Moon multiverse.

 Also, skimming the surface of all things

 Why I wanted to do this…

 Spoilers, spoilers everywhere

 Open to comments/questions throughout the panel…



List of Series

 Fate/Stay Night

 Fate/Stay Night Realta Nua

 Fate/Hollow Ataraxia

 Fate/Zero

 Fate/Apocrypha

 Fate/Strange Fake

 Fate/Extra & CCC & *Fox Tail

 Fate/Prototype

 Fate: UBW (movie & series)

 Fate/Kaleid

 Fate/kaleid liner PRISMA☆ILLYA

 Fate/kaleid liner PRISMA☆ILLYA 2wei! Herz

 Fate/kaleid liner PRISMA☆ILLYA 3rei!!

 Fate/Grand Order

 *Fate: Heaven’s Feel (movie)

 *Carnival Phantasm





Basic Overview

 It’s the 5th Holy Grail War

 Started…prematurely (>.>)

 Usually occurs every 60+ years, but…whatevs..?

 Nothin’ but children for masters (mainly)

 Peeps tryin’ to get their Grail on

 Saber Arturia appears once more

 GAR happens

 Legends were born

 Virginities were lost

 Servants were summoned



Characters
 Masters

Shirou Emiya

Rin Tohsaka

Sakura/Shinji 
Matou

Illya von Einzbern



Masters Con’t

Kirei Kotomine
a.k.a. Best Priest 

EVAR

Kuzuki Souichirou

Didn’t know they 
were brothers 
>.>



Servants



Extra Servants



Extensive Overview

 There’s 3 different routes & 1-4 endings depending on the route

 In order: Fate, Unlimited Blade Works, & Heaven’s Feel

 Each route needs to be completed in order to obtain the best possible ending –True ending-
for each route

 As far as the anime’s concerned, mainly the Fate route

 Btwn. this & Tsukihime, marvelous examples of why sometimes things are lost in translation from 
game/date sim/visual novel to an anime or OVA

 In the case of the Fate route, the goal is to put an end to the Holy Grail wars, stop 
Gilgamesh & Kirei, try to find a solution with the most ppl. alive at the end, &, generally, 
possibly find a way to keep Saber in their time

 Anything about Sakura really only occurs in the UBW & HF routes

 Trying to save the most amount ppl. also is more so the other 2 routes



Routes & Differences

 Each route has 2-3 possible endings

 Fate

 UNLIMITED BLADE WORKS!!

 Heaven’s Feel



Classes

 Of course, 7 Servant classes

 Saber, Archer, Lancer, Berserker, Caster, Rider, & Assassin

 Then there’s the titular extra B.S. servant classes

 Avenger, Ruler (Fate/Apocrypha), Saver (Fate/Extra), & Shielder (FGO)

 Saber, Archer, & Lancer are supposed to be the strongest classes, in that order, whereas 
Assassin & then Avenger are the weakest

 Supposed to only be able to summon more or less good Epic Heroes as servants but, as usual, 
exceptions

 Fate/Stay Night’s Caster

 ‘cause even Medusa (Rider), if you know her legend, isn’t evil

 Probably occurs due to Grail’s corruption

 Skills, weaknesses, strengths, abilities, etc. all kind follow a card/fight game system of 
checks & balances

 Certain characteristics & skills can cancel out fairly powerful attacks due to its attributes



Magic System

 Follows the same intricate & comprehensive magick system as the rest of the Type-Moon 
multiverse

 However, the Command seals are as close as you can get to True Magick

 ….unless you’re Touko Aozaki >.>







Characters

Caren 
Hortensia

Bazett
Fraga
McRemitz

Servant Class: Avenger
Identity: Angra Manyou Tortured Nameless 

Man/”Origin of All Evil” 

Noble Phantasm: Verg Avesta



Basic Overview

 Was the only time a person’s wish was granted by the Grail

 Basically, a 5 day time loop of the events of the 5th Holy Grail war, with her inserted into it 
as well as Avenger

 Avenger masquerades as Shirou by day & himself by night, w/o realizing it





Characters
 Masters

Fate/Hollow 
Ataraxia



Servants



Final Thoughts…

 Cried tears of awesome the whole time =.=

 Awesome soundtrack

 Brings a tear to the eye every time

 I loved all the openings/endings

 Even better than Fate/stay Night

 How a Holy Grail would have been like with adults vs. children

 Just loved Kiritsugu & Kirei

 ‘Caus-’cause ,yeah, I can, whatever >.>

 Only real points of contention are 2 things from the last episode…

 Naked Gilgamesh

 Kirei’s prayer…in Engrish

 …why the f*ck Type-Moon -.-





Masters



Servants





Masters



Servants





Basic Overview

 How would the Master/Servant system of F/S N play out in an actual game?

 Frustrating as f*ck & broken as Hell, apparently -.-

 Freakin’ ambivalence X/

 Oh, & the Moon ~.~

 We’re going to talk about this, ‘cause I played it >.<*



Extensive Plot Overview

 Have 8 weeks to go through the Holy Grail war (tournament style) & win the 
Holy Grail

 Basically, takes place in a Matrix like setting

 With NPC aware Kirei

 Just as creepy ~.~

 Also, every battle is a race to figure out the identity of the servant you’re 
fighting

 They never figure out yours…nor do you until the last 2 weeks

 Basically, your whole life’s a lie ~.~

 You (protagonist) don’t exist outside the Mooncell

 You’re basically a cog in a larger system, only to find out…

 Haven’t beaten the game yet X/

 On what’ supposed to be the final week & final fight, but didn’t beat the game

 There’s going to be one last boss fight with a major hacker & his B.S. servant/servant 
class



Characters



Dan

Lil’ Ronnie

Alice

Shinji

Leonardo B. 
Harway

Rani





Final Thoughts Cont…

 You know it’s bad when the game itself more or less taunts you for picking a Caster class of 
anyone

 Could have been so much more

 Clusterf*ck plot

 Hardly any variances btwn. using a female/male protagonist

 Due to plot & setting, a lot of 4th wall breaking that isn’t 4th wall breaking but still annoying

 Crappy non-dialogue tree conversation options

 Great example, something like Heavy Rain

 Definitely watch the 2 Best Friend’s Let’s Play of that >.<

 Broken fight system

 Cheap & always randomly generating attacks with boss battles

 So, it’s freakin’ impossible to develop a real strategy to win

 Berserker, over 9000 HP -.-

 This battle became more tedious than anything else

 Contrast with the 2 seconds it took to beat Assassin >.>

 Took me only 2 tries vs. the average of 5+

 F*CK THE LANCER FIGHT!!



Final Thoughts Cont…

 Basically, probably would have been an awesome game…if you don’t pick 
Caster -.-

 Despite many issues, technically still a lot of replay ability

 Due to the servant you choose -& somewhat the gender of the protagonist-
basically decides your gaming experience

 2nd game features new outfits for Archer & Caster, as well as a new servant

 Most importantly, you can get GILGAMESH AS A SERVANT >.<

 Won’t come out until Feb 2013 (hopefully), & I pray we get the game in America

 Since it’s one of those games where they only licensed & subbed it, miss out 
on the relatively gregarious battle comments

 Unless you are fluent in Japanese ~.~





Characters











SHOW VIDEO!!!



Characters 



Carnival Phantasm



What is it?
Multiverse cluterf*ck ~.~



Before You Go…

 Resources for this panel & others on my blog

 Help yourself to my business cards If you have any questions, comments, feedback, etc., 
contact me however

 My blog, e-mail, comment on a relating blog post, smoke signals, carrier pigeons, whatever tickles 
your fancy

 If you really enjoyed this panel, would super appreciate if you mention so at the feedback 
session or to staff post-con

 It’s not like I care or anything >.>

 Again, super experimental, all feedback appreciated



Other Panels

 Fate Universe: The Noblest of All Phantasms

 Friday, midnight-2a, Panel 9

 Bleach: Shunpou Edition

 Saturday, 5-6p, Panel 6

 Sengoku Era Figure & Their Media Portrayals

 Saturday, 8-9:30p, Panel 7

 Did You Just Say Bara?! – (18+)

 Saturday, 1:30a-2:30a, Panel 3


